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play as dante, dante's demonically-possessed brother and his badass sidekick, the fang-toothed demon puppy, lady. the game features a number of gameplay modes and lets you experience the adventures
with dante and lady on the streets of the city, infernal avenues and inside old buildings, where the monsters lurk. in order to complete the game, you will have to defeat the big bosses and their protectors. and
you will have to kick a lot of ass! one of the main additions to the gameplay are the upgrades of dante's devil carricer. it gives him several new abilities: he can teleport, climb walls and reach places where you
could not normally access. each attack gets a special bonus - strikes with a melee weapon have a more powerful attack, as does the placement of the jabs. and that's not all. dante has different attacks that will
slow down the enemy, or weaken it to the extent that he can finish them off with an attack. finally, dante receives a "devil energy", a meter that fills up over the course of the game. by pulling off special moves,

you will gain this power, which will be used for the development of your weapons. the mode of the game is a crossover between the devil may cry 3 and the original gameplay of the series. you will get to
experience all the moves of dante and his allies, but also to participate in the battles with new weapons and dante's devil carricer. at the same time, the enemies of the game are the successors of the original

series - vergil, lady and vergil. all four of them have distinctive powers, and they fight to protect their leader, and dante.
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your mission is to defeat the demons in the city of new orleans and bring your mother back to her
right place! along the way, you will talk to different people, get advice from others and not to forget,

hack out demons and mythical beasts. the devil may cry 3 special edition includes a total of six
playable characters: dante, vergil, lady, trish, nero and v, plus a new boss character and 12 fight

arenas. in addition, four devil arms are included in this edition. the fighting style of your character, a
dark fighter. the playing control using the new vertical-only dante damashii controller. "it's like

"seasons" but with more mayhem!" that's how capcom's vice president of development, makoto ito,
describes devil may cry 3 special edition. the product was developed with top fighting-game action

artists and offers more action, free-roaming exploration, and even more powerful weapons. now, you
can enjoy the action anywhere you like! plus, save more of the game and receive bonus materials

with this new special edition. it's like "seasons" but with more mayhem! devil may cry 3 special
edition is a prequel to dante's awakening, which will set the stage for the upcoming devil may cry 4.

in this thrilling prequel to the original devil may cry, dante must learn to use a mysterious dark
magic called the dark arts and a deadly new weapon called the devil trigger. among dante's allies,
players will choose the master of darkness himself, dante, with seven different fighting styles. use
them to become the ultimate demon slayer and unleash their power in never-before-seen action!
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